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The Evolving Threat from China

MARC BURNARD

the last year, CTU researchers have directly observed multiple incidents attributed to C hinese
threat groups including B RO NZ E U N I O N , B RO NZ E SP I R A L , B RO NZ E AT L A S, B RO NZ E U N I VERSIT Y, B RO NZ E
MO H AWK and B RO NZ E E D GEWOO D. This session will explore some of these incidents and examine how
observed TT P s likely reflect a changing threat landscape of C hina - based threat groups. CTU researchers
will also explore the broader context around this evolution, restructuring within C hina, greater knowledge
sharing across threat groups, and improvements in operational security through the use of commodity
malware, exploitation of SO H O routers and multi - step infection chains.
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Attacks to Action: Managing Threats
That Matter

TONY SAGER

Attackers are coming at us constantly and creatively. G reat news ! It’s a “ teachable moment ” – a chance
to use real data about real attacks and real threats to inform Defenders. But “ actionable ” information,
intelligence, and indicators about threats can easily overwhelm rather than empower. Actionable is
defined by the receiver - not the transmitter – and re q uires well - designed defensive machinery, driven by
e q ually well - designed inputs, operated at multiple levels. 


In this talk, Tony will share a lifetime of cybersecurity lessons as a vulnerability analyst. H e’ll describe
how vulnerability finding, threat analysis, security testing, and incident response have evolved. And more
importantly, we’ll discuss how we can collectively make sense of threats and risks, and translate them
into positive, constructive, prioritized action that scales for individual enterprises, as well as for the
ecosystem as a whole.
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MARCELLE LEE

In 2015 , S ecureworks was among the first to witness the emergence of post - intrusion ransomware, with
the GOL D LOWELL ( Sam Sam) attacks that opportunistically impacted organizations across a range of
industry verticals. The headline to that blog read "V ictims could have avoided encryption with earlier
detection. " Fast forward 6 years, and in some respects it feels like not a lot has changed. 
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Ransomware...Where next?

J oin Marcelle as she discusses how we got here, where we ' re going, and compares the lessons learned
from attacks that have been successful to ones learned where organizations have successfully mitigated
these damaging attacks.
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But 202 1 feels different. We have seen fuel distribution in the US disrupted, healthcare organizations in
Ireland taken offline, and students in the UK unable to go to school because systems have been
encrypted. Ransomware has headlined in high level talks between the US and Russia. And still,
ransomware groups continue to re - think, re - brand and re - tool as they look for ways to maximize their
revenue. 
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A L E X T I L LY

It is always said that the threat from cybercrime has evolved. But the real threat – the organized crime
groups behind the malware – has stayed fairly constant. D rawing on more than 20 years’ experience
investigating (and in some cases arresting) cybercriminals, Alex Tilley will talk about how the landscape
has evolved and changed as both criminals and network defenders have got better and more
sophisticated. Alex will present a light speed journey through the history, current day and potential future
of cybercrime and some of its most colorful characters.
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The Road to Cloud is Paved with Good
Intentions

M odern public cloud services can be regarded as safe. H owever, integrating the cloud to on - prem
services, usually for easier management and better user experience, can expose vulnerabilities and
create attack paths for threat actors. S ome integration A P Is can even be exploited regardless of whether
the organisation is using them or not. In this talk Dr. N estori Syynimaa, M icrosoft M ost Valuable
Professional and recently awarded as a 202 1 MSRC M ost Valuable S ecurity Researcher, will talk through
some of these concepts and explains why both cloud and on - prem services must be protected and
properly configured to keep the cloud safe.
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Flu Pandemic -

The Rise of the SelfPropagating Flubot Botnet

GR AHAM AUSTIN

F lubot,

the mobile malware botnet first discovered in the wild in December 2020, is showing no intention
of slowing its expansion of operations across the globe. The dominant factors in its success have been
techni q ues familiar to mature e - crime botnets that target windows operating systems. The malware is
well - developed and demonstrates good knowledge of how to build and operate a botnet. This may
indicate a new era of banking malware botnets that exploit users managing money on their hand - held
devices. By examining these techni q ues we learn how to emulate an infected device in order to discern
high fidelity indicators and track changes to the malware itself. We will discuss the emergence of the
botnet, and our efforts to emulate and track it to protect customers.
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Operation

Rainbow Safari: A North Korean
Supply Chain Attack

O btaining science and technology research in strategically important areas is an on - going N orth Korean
intelligence objective, but C OVID -1 9 pushed it high up the agenda. N orth Korea conducted multiple
operations against entities involved in C OVID -1 9 related research and policy development throughout the
last year. N I C KEL ACAD EM Y (aka Lazarus, Labyrinth C hollima, Z inc) and N I C KEL KI M BA LL were both
publicly reported to be conducting C OVID - related campaigns. O ne group that didn’t make the headlines
was N I C KEL HYATT (aka S ilent C hollima, Andariel). This presentation will walk through a network intrusion
at a global science and technology company that S ecureworks assisted with and explore previous
N I C KEL HYATT activity.

Diversity

MARCELLE LEE

in Cybersecurity

Increasing diversity in the cybersecurity field is an ongoing challenge for organizations, yet it is well
documented that doing so improves output and productivity in teams. In this session we will take a look
at some statistics and provide some tips to literally change the face of your cybersecurity team.
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Defending

at scale: identifying and protecting
against Cobalt Strike

MIKE MCLELLAN

O ffensive security tools have become a common feature of most network intrusions, as threat actors
have realised that they come with no development cost, a load of useful features, and are hard to
attribute. U nfortunately, this appropriation of red team tooling that has years of development effort
behind it is just another challenge for stretched security teams trying to cover off the threats facing
their organization. In this session, M ike M c Lellan will use the example of the ever - popular C obalt S trike
to demonstrate how CTU researchers combine technical countermeasures, infrastructure tracking
techni q ues, and the CTU ’s centralized threat intelligence management system to track common tools and
extract indicators in near - real time to protect customers.
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Threat Unintelligence: The Myths and Pitfalls
of Threat Intelligence

CHRIS YULE

As well as producing TI, S ecureworks CTU ™ researchers regularly have discussions with customers on
the best ways to leverage it. But there are often a number of preconceptions about Threat Intelligence
that don’t align with the CTU ™ experience. In this session, we will look at some of the TI anti - patterns we
caution customers against, and attempt to provide new ways of looking at, Threat Intelligence beyond
indicators and malware.
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